
HOLY FAMILY LONG SPRINTS EXTENDED SPRING BREAK WORKOUTS 

 

Training Tip # 1: Do 6 core exercises every other day 

Training Tip #2:  To better follow the workouts, have a stopwatch handy. 

Training Tip #3: If you have access to a gym, lift on the days that are written on the 

schedule.  Light weights that you can lift for 8-10 repetitions (2 sets per exercise) 

Training Tip #4: Always do leg swings after your warm-up jog and before your 

dynamic warm-up. For an extra aerobic boost to your workouts, extend your warm-

up jog to a total of 10 minutes at the beginning of your workout.   

Training Tip #5: Always finish each workout with 5 minute SLOW jog cool down, 

and STRETCH after every workout.   

Training Tip #6: When it says “hard sprint” that means that the sprint is to be done 

at or near 100% of your race effort.  Please make sure you take the adequate 

amount of time to recover before you being the next interval.   

6B: If your body says you are not ready for a hard days sprinting (either 

fatigue or persistent soreness after the warm-up has been completed, don’t 

be afraid to take another easy day (12 minute slow jog, stretch and 

dynamics), or- if needed- an OFF DAY. 

Training Tip # 7: If you do not have a device to measure the distance of an interval, then 

use this basic equation: 1 pace (oversized step) = 1 meter. For instance- 200 paces would 

equal 200 meters.  You may also time your first interval and see how far you get in the 

amount of time run.  For instance, run for 20 seconds and mark how far you get for that 

first interval.  Then run that distance and that pace for each interval.   

Training Tip #8:  If you have any questions regarding training, please do not hesitate to 

contact Coach Ron (Hoffman) at 612-251-7454 or by email at 

ronald_hoffman5@yahoo.com 

 

MON Half mile jog or 6 minute jog.  Then full dynamic warm-up.  6-10 X 150 meter 

hills.  2:30-3 minute recovery between each.  Work on keeping your sprint form (arm 

swing forward, knees driving) as you fatigue.  

If no hill can be found nearby, do this short burst workout: 8 seconds hard place a mark 

and wait about 30 seconds.  Run 8 seconds hard and place another mark.  Wait another 30 

seconds.  Run 10 seconds hard and place a mark there.  That is 1 interval.  Repeat this 

sequence 3 more times for a total of 4 repetitions and take a 4-5 minute recovery between 

each one.  Finish with 5 minute slow jog cool down. Go with stretching and Lifting your 

Weigh Routine if you have access to a gym.   

 

TUE ½ mile or 6 minute jog.  Full Dynamic Warm-up. 2 sets of 8 X 100m @ 70%.  1 

minute recovery between each rep (athletes should not be tired after the first one (100m 

pace: Girls= 17-19 seconds, boys 15-17 seconds).  If no track is available, run 2 sets of 8 

X 20 second sprints at 70% instead of 100’s. 90 seconds between each interval, and 4-5 

minutes between sets (Emphasis on good form and relaxation while sprinting).  Stretch 

and pick 7 core exercises to do. 5 minute jog.    

 

WED 6 minute Jog.  Full Dynamic Warm-up.  2 sets of  8 X 20 second sprints at 

medium pace with a 1 minute recovery between each (at the same pace we did the 100’s 



during the week).  Or, you can walk out 100 paces on a beach, sidewalk, or path.  This 

will be your 100m mark.  Then run from one point to the other as if you were running 

100m repeats.  Pay attention to proper sprinters’ form and mechanics during each sprint.  

Take a 1 minute, 30 second recovery between each sprint and a 5 minute walk between 

sets.  After sprints, jog for 5 minutes, then stretch.  Lift your weight program if you have 

access to a gym (7 exercise X 1 minute Core Routine if there is no weight room).  You 

shouldn’t be even remotely tired after the first sprint.  Finish with stretching and weight 

routine.  
 

THU OFF DAY-  Or 10 minute easy jog warm-up.  Full Dynamics.  Then another 10 

minutes run at a pace that is a bit faster than the warm-up jog (50% of your 400m pace, or 

25% of your 200m pace).   

 

FRI Begin with a 7 minute jog and dynamic warm-up.  Then run 5 X 5m walk-up into 

35m (or 35 paces) hard sprints (as fast as you can, remembering to decelerate after each 

one).  You may try these sprints on a hill if you have access to one.  Pay attention to 

sprinters’ form and technique (chin to hip- raise the knees).  Take a 3 minute walking 

recovery between each one.  Then finish with 5 X 35m hard from a standing start with the 

same sprinters’ form (start with opposite arm, opposite leg).  Jog for a slow 5 minute cool 

down.  Lift your weight routine and stretch.   
 

SAT ½ mile jog.  Full Dynamic Warm-up.  2 sets of 5 X 200 @ 70%.  (Emphasis on 

good form and relaxation while sprinting).  200m pace- Girls 37-40, Boys- 34-37 

seconds.  1 minute, 30 second recovery between each sprint before you begin the next 

one.  Take a 3-4 minute rest between sets.   

If there is no track available, 2 sets of 5 X 70% sprints for 45 seconds and take a 2 minute 

recovery between each one (or you can walk out 200 paces on a path, sidewalk or beach).  

Athletes should not be remotely tired after the first sprint.  After the sprints, jog for 2 

minutes then stretch.  7 exercise X 1 minute core routine.   

 

SUN 6 minute Jog.  Full Dynamic Warm-up.  2 sets of  8 X 20 second sprints at 

medium pace with a 1 minute recovery between each (at the same pace we did the 100’s 

during the week).  Or, you can walk out 100 paces on a beach, sidewalk, or path.  This 

will be your 100m mark.  Then run from one point to the other as if you were running 

100m repeats.  Pay attention to proper sprinters’ form and mechanics during each sprint.  

Take a 1 minute, 30 second recovery between each sprint and a 5 minute walk between 

sets.  After sprints, jog for 5 minutes, then stretch.  Lift your weight program if you have 

access to a gym (7 exercise X 1 minute Core Routine if there is no weight room).  You 

shouldn’t be even remotely tired after the first sprint.  Finish with stretching and pick 7 

core exercises to do.  

 

MON ½ mile jog.  Full Dynamic Warm-up. Fire Brigade Drill: 8 seconds hard place a 

mark and wait about 30 seconds.  Run 8 seconds hard and place another mark.  Wait 

another 30 seconds.  Run 10 seconds hard and place a mark there.  That is 1 interval.  

Repeat this sequence 3-4 more times for a total of 4-5 repetitions and take a 5 minute 

walking recovery between each one.  Finish with 5 minute slow jog cool down. Go with 

stretching and Lifting your Weigh Routine if you have access to a gym.   



 

 

TUE Run these in a grassy area if you can, or a beach!  A street or parking lot will do if 

you don’t have access to either of those.  5-minute Jog.  Full Dynamic Warm-up.  5-7 X 

250 meter intervals at medium 70% pace with a 1 minute recovery between each (at the 

same pace we did the 100’s during the week).  On a track that would equal 46-50 seconds 

per interval for Girls and 41-45 seconds for Boys.  Pay attention to proper sprinters’ form 

and mechanics during each sprint.  Take a 2 minute, 45 second recovery between each 

sprint.   

If there is no track available for a good, aerobic-quality workout: Begin with a 7 minute 

jog and dynamic warm-up (Include leg swings in this warm-up).  3 minute jog above at a 

pace faster than warm-up pace.  2 minute walk.  Repeat 6 times for a total of 7 X 3 

minute runs (Note: you may combine a couple of intervals to speed up the workout if you 

can handle it).  Stretch and pick 7 core exercises to do.   

 

WED  Begin with a 7 minute jog and dynamic warm-up.  Then run 5 X 5m walk-up into 

35m (or 35 paces) hard sprints (as fast as you can, remembering to decelerate after each 

one).  You may try these sprints on a hill if you have access to one.  Pay attention to 

sprinters’ form and technique (chin to hip- raise the knees).  Take a 3 minute walking 

recovery between each one.  Then finish with 5 X 35m hard from a standing start with the 

same sprinters’ form (start with opposite arm, opposite leg).  Jog for a slow 5 minute cool 

down.  Lift your weight routine and stretch.   

 

THU OFF DAY-  Or 10 minute easy jog warm-up.  Full Dynamics.  Then another 10 

minutes run at a pace that is a bit faster than the warm-up jog.  3 minute wa 

 

FRI  7 minute jog followed by Full Dynamic warm-up.  5 X 10 m accelerations into 7 

second sprints as hard as you can.  4 minutes recovery between each sprint.  Jog a slow, 

easy 5 minute jog cool down.  Lift your weight routine & stretch.  (1 paced step= 1 

meter) 

 

SAT 6 minute Jog.  Full Dynamic Warm-up.  2 sets of  8 X 20 second sprints at 

medium pace with a 1 minute recovery between each (at the same pace we did the 100’s 

during the week).  Or, you can walk out 100 paces on a beach, sidewalk, or path, or 

uncrowded street.  This will be your 100m mark.  Then run from one point to the other as 

if you were running 100m repeats.  Pay attention to proper sprinters’ form and mechanics 

during each sprint.  Take a 1 minute, 30 second recovery between each sprint and a 5 

minute walk between sets.  After sprints, jog for 5 minutes, then stretch.  Lift your weight 

program if you have access to a gym (7 exercise X 1 minute Core Routine if there is no 

weight room).  You shouldn’t be even remotely tired after the first sprint.  Finish with 

stretching and pick 7 core exercises to do.  

 

SUN ½ mile jog.  Full Dynamic Warm-up.  2 sets of 5 X 200 @ 70%.  (Emphasis on 

good form and relaxation while sprinting).  200m pace- Girls 37-40, Boys- 34-37 

seconds.  1 minute, 30 second recovery between each sprint before you begin the next 

one.  Take a 3-4 minute rest between sets.   



If there is no track available, 2 sets of 5 X 70% sprints for 45 seconds and take a 2 minute 

recovery between each one (or you can walk out 200 paces on a path, sidewalk or beach).  

Athletes should not be remotely tired after the first sprint.  After the sprints, jog for 2 

minutes then stretch.  7 exercise X 1 minute core routine.   

 


